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Mayor’s job description

• Superintending and administrative officer of the City

• Empowered to call meetings of the Council; sign contracts; offer rewards;

• Veto Council decisions; require reports from departments;

• Police power within 5 miles for health issues & within one mile for other matters except taxation; call citizens to aid; subpoena witnesses

• Term of office: Four years

• Elected directly by voters

• No term limits
Desirable traits for elected leaders

### Personal Characteristics
- Determined
- Hard-working
- Compassionate
- Good-humored
- Curious
- Likes variety
- Patient
- Envisions connections
- Trustworthy

### Practiced Skills
- Organized
- Communicates effectively in a variety of ways
- Capable of shifting and refocusing attention
- Knows how to delegate
- Inspires others
- Balances ego with humility
- Understands teamwork
Building a wheel out of traits and skills

- Strength of relationships, chance meetings, kaleidoscopic interaction
- The road traveled: Life lessons, experiences
- The wheel: Binary choices, connecting the spokes
- Luck, happenstance, spiritual intervention
- Going with the flow
- Learned, taught, practiced and evolving techniques
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Travel through time...

• Where did you come from?
  – What memories are fondest?
  – Which relationships are most vivid?

• Where are you now?
  – What knowledge have you gained?
  – What relationships have you forged?

• What are your aspirations?
  – How can you accomplish them?
  – What path shall you take?
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